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Mindy N. Besaw is a curator at Crystal
Bridges Museum of American Art.
Candice Hopkins is a curator for documenta
14 and has held curatorial positions at the
Walter Phillips Gallery, Western Front Society,
the National Gallery of Canada, and the IAIA
Museum of Contemporary Native Arts.
Manuela Well-Off-Man is an art historian
and chief curator at the IAIA Museum of
Contemporary Native Arts.

Art for a New Understanding, an exhibition from Crystal
Bridges Museum of American Art opening this October,
seeks to radically expand and reposition the narrative of
American art since 1950 by charting a history of the development of contemporary Indigenous art from the United
States and Canada, beginning when artists moved from more
regionally-based conversations and practices to national
and international contemporary art contexts.
This accompanying book documents and expands on
the histories and themes of this exciting exhibition. This
fully illustrated volume includes essays by art historians and
historians and reflections by the artists included in the collection. Also included are key contemporary writings—from
the 1950s onward—by artists, scholars, and critics, investigating the themes of transculturalism and pan-Indian identity, traditional practices conducted in radically new ways,
displacement, forced migration, shadow histories, the role of
personal mythologies as a means to reimagine the future, and
much more.
As both a survey of the development of Indigenous art
from the 1950s to the present and a consideration of Native
artists within contemporary art more broadly, Art for a New
Understanding expands the definition of American art and
sets the tone for future considerations of the subject. It is an
essential publication for any institution or individual with
an interest in contemporary Native American art, and an
invaluable resource in ongoing scholarly considerations of
the American contemporary art landscape at large.
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Our Earliest Tattoos
Poems

PETER TWAL

Winner, 2018 Etel Adnan Poetry Prize

OCTOBER
80 pages, 8 × 7
$16.95 paper 978–1–68226–072–2
e-book 978–1–61075–646–4
Etel Adnan Poetry Series

Peter Twal is a Jordanian-American electrical
engineer from Baton Rouge, Louisiana. His
poems have appeared in Best New Poets, Kenyon
Review, West Branch, and elsewhere. He is a
recipient of the Samuel and Mary Anne Hazo
Poetry Award.

“Reading Peter Twal’s Our Earliest Tattoos, I kept thinking of
Wallace Stevens’ famous pronouncement that a poem should
‘resist the intelligence, almost successfully.’ Throughout this
book, we see a poet of real intelligence who is also intensely
attuned to the wants and needs of language itself. Twal’s
sky is ‘so heady, thinking the world of itself ’—an earth is
summoned, called into being by the ether’s own imagination. There is massive intellect pulsing through these poems,
which are inflected by the Mars Rover and LCD
Soundsystem and God and gravity and and and. But Twal’s
genius is in the way he knows exactly when to yield the
floor to imagination, which wonders and wanders through
love and loneliness and friendship and grief in a million fascinating ways throughout Our Earliest Tattoos. ‘I will love my
monster,’ Twal writes, and then he proceeds to show us.”
—Kaveh Akbar, author of Calling a Wolf a Wolf
Our Earliest Tattoos destabilizes traditional notions about
memory, its permanence and supposed purity, with a simple
premise: to remember is to enact violence against the body.
Brazen, fragmentary, and intimate, these sonnets depict with
astonishing creativity what can come of worshiping the past.
Every year the University of Arkansas Press together with the
Radius of Arab American Writers awards the Etel Adnan Poetry
Prize for a first or second book of poetry in English by a writer of
Arab heritage.The series is edited by Hayan Charara and Fady
Joudah.
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Teeth Never Sleep
Poems

ÁNGEL GARCÍA

Winner, 2018 CantoMundo Poetry Prize
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e-book 978–1–61075–647–1
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Ángel García is the son of Mexican immigrants. Born in Texas and raised in Southern
California, his work has been published in The
American Poetry Review, Crab Orchard Review,
Huizache, and others.

“How could there be tenderness, pleasure and myth,
resurrection, and even fur inside rivers—in brutality? This
is the book that stands alone in its midnight boldness, its
veined shadow secrets. One of the most difficult arts of the
poem is to descend into its lightless under-realms, into what
lies beneath the elegant surfaces—here García examines our
gendered, warring bodies, man, son, lover, husband, father,
mother, ghost woman—our stripped down self unmasked,
our garbled, foamed and delirious, lonesome acts—our
‘animalia.’ Open this book if you dare. But it is not the
animal smashed suddenly, torn away from its innocent gait
(that García animates in various forms) that he is redeeming.
In his hands, these pages, notice how Ángel García still cups
an abandoned child-shaped flame, a night nation perhaps,
breathes into it, regardless of its alarming fangs. This is a raw,
unsutured, incredible collection. One of a kind—a nosebreaking, heart devouring, blazing volume.”
—Juan Felipe Herrera, Poet Laureate of the United States,
2015–2017
Drawing on folklore and fantasy, childhood memory and
hallucination, and marked by a tone of piercing divulgence,
Teeth Never Sleep nimbly negotiates the split consciousness
a culture of dominance requires of men (especially men of
color), highlighting the fissures in selfhood created by the
pressure to seek submission over intimacy while still wanting
desperately to be loved, and tracing the contorted route by
which emotional pain finds expression in violence.
Every year the University of Arkansas Press together with
CantoMundo awards the CantoMundo Poetry Prize for a book
of poetry by a Latino/a writer.The series is edited by Deborah
Paredez and Celeste Mendoza.
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The Sculpture of Robyn Horn

“Surely, it’s a testament to our time that a lady hefting a
chainsaw now feels like a very natural thing, and in fact
somehow does not seem out of harmony with a strangely
sensitive side to these works—their attention to the organic
and to the properties of natural life and growth. But,
whether it’s the cutting that goes against the grain or with
the grain, in both cases we feel we’re attuned not to something weak and demure, but to a powerful force—a force to
be reckoned with.”
—Henry Adams, Case Western Reserve University,
in “Defiance of Gravity”
AUGUST
240 pages, 11 × 11, 256 images, index
$65.00 cloth 978–1–68226–066–1
e-book 978–1–61075–641–9

Robyn Horn is a sculptor. She has worked
with wood for more than thirty years.

In Robyn Horn’s thirty years as a wood sculptor, her work
has evolved from small, lathe-turned objects to ten-foothigh redwood compositions like her Already Set in Motion
#1170, which graces a garden at the Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art. In creating these forms that rise
from the earth at improbable angles, Horn’s primary tool is
the chainsaw, and yet a tenderness for her medium reveals
itself in the delicate balance of planes that allows her sculptures to both loom and flow, visually indicating that they are
precarious when in fact they are sturdy.
The essays and images in The Sculpture of Robyn Horn
sketch the industrious career of this Little Rock, Arkansasbased sculptor, illuminating her attention to geometry, physics, and the philosophy of design, and exploring the context
and origin of the various series—Geodes, Millstones, Standing
Stones, and Slipping Stones, among others—that characterize
her body of work.
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It’s All Done Gone

Arkansas Photographs from the Farm Security
Administration Collection, 1935–1943
PATSY G. WATKINS

“The devastation of the Great Depression found its greatest
chroniclers in the Farm Security Administration’s matchless
cohort of genius photographers, whose work in Arkansas is
the focus of Patsy G. Watkins’s illuminating study. The whole
all-star team—Evans, Lange, Lee, Rothstein, and Shahn—
worked for a New Deal bureaucracy among the nation’s
most vulnerable citizens, but images loosed in the world are
understood in unpredictable ways, mixing as they do the
voices and purposes (sometimes in harmony, at other times
in tension) of their subjects, their makers, and their makers’
bosses. Watkins’s careful attention to this archive presents
some 180 of its most compelling images in a coherently
arranged and richly contextualized format. By her efforts
Arkansas joins the Alabama distinguished by James Agee’s
Let Us Now Praise Famous Men and the Mississippi ennobled
by Eudora Welty’s One Time, One Place.”
—Robert Cochran, author of A Photographer of Note:
Arkansas Artist Geleve Grice

AUGUST
250 pages, 11 × 8 ½, 184 images
$39.95 cloth 978–1–68226–063–0
e-book 978–1–61075–639–6

Patsy G. Watkins is associate professor of
journalism at the University of Arkansas. Her
research focuses on news photography and the
visual design of information.

In 1935 a fledging government agency embarked on a
project to photograph Americans hit hardest by the Great
Depression. Over the next eight years, the photographers
of the Farm Security Administration captured nearly a
quarter-million images of tenant farmers and sharecroppers
in the South, migrant workers in California, and laborers in
northern industries and urban slums.
Of the roughly one thousand FSA photographs taken in
Arkansas, approximately two hundred have been selected for
inclusion in this volume. Portraying workers picking cotton
for five cents an hour, families evicted from homes for their
connection with the Southern Tenant Farmers Union, and
the effects of flood and drought that cruelly exacerbated the
impact of economic disaster, these remarkable black-andwhite images from Ben Shahn, Arthur Rothstein, Dorothea
Lange, Walker Evans, Russell Lee, and other acclaimed
photographers illustrate the extreme hardships that so many
Arkansans endured throughout this era.
These powerful photographs continue to resonate, providing a glimpse of life in Arkansas that will captivate readers as
they connect to a shared past.
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Inventing Authenticity
How Cookbook Writers Redefine
Southern Identity
CARRIE HELMS TIPPEN

“In Inventing Authenticity Carrie Helms Tippen deftly dissects
the layers of sentiment built up around recipes purported
to be from the South. She examines many ‘Souths,’ each of
them claiming to be the real thing, and finds that they all
have their own mythologies and incorrect assumptions. If
you want to delve beneath the stereotypes and discover how
even modern-day southerners have used recipes to construct
their own Neverland, Tippen will instruct and surprise you.”
—Rebecca Sharpless

AUGUST
212 pages, 6 × 9, index
$64.95s cloth 978–1–68226–064–7
$24.95s paper 978–1–68226–065–4
e-book 978–1–61075–640–2
Food and Foodways
Carrie Helms Tippen is assistant professor of
English at Chatham University.

In Inventing Authenticity, Carrie Helms Tippen examines
the rhetorical power of storytelling in cookbooks to fortify
notions of southernness.
Tippen brings to the table her ongoing hunt for recipe
cards and evaluates a wealth of cookbooks with titles like
Y’all Come Over and Bless Your Heart and famous cookbooks
such as Sean Brock’s Heritage and Edward Lee’s Smoke and
Pickles. She examines her own southern history, grounding
it all in a thorough understanding of the relevant literature.
The result is a deft and entertaining dive into the territory
of southern cuisine—“black-eyed peas and cornbread,
fried chicken and fried okra, pound cake and peach
cobbler,”—and a look at and beyond southern food tropes
that reveals much about tradition, identity, and the yearning
for authenticity.
Tippen discusses the act of cooking as a way to
perform—and therefore reinforce—the identity associated
with a recipe, and the complexities inherent in attempts to
portray the foodways of a region marked by a sometimes
distasteful history. Inventing Authenticity meets this challenge
head-on, delving into problems of cultural appropriation
and representations of race, thorny questions about authorship, and more. The commonplace but deceptively complex
southern cookbook can sustain our sense of where we come
from and who we are—or who we think we are.
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Forging Communities

Food and Representation in Medieval and Early
Modern Southwestern Europe
EDITED BY MONTSERRAT PIERA

SEPTEMBER
352 pages, 6 × 9, index
$75.00s cloth 978–1–68226–067–8
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–068–5
e-book 978–1–61075–642–6
Food and Foodways
Montserrat Piera is associate professor of
Spanish and Portuguese at Temple University
and editor of Remapping Travel Narratives,
1000–1700:To the East and Back Again.

“Following in the footsteps of recent critical work on
food that focuses on the medieval and early modern
periods by scholars such as Bynum, Freedman, Montanari,
or Fernández-Armesto, Montserrat Piera has assembled
a remarkable and groundbreaking set of studies which
elucidate ‘the intersection of material and mental exchanges
that surround food and how it establishes identities, defines
groups, and brings about change and (r)evolution.’ The thirteen chapters here provide a fresh analysis of the way food
forges communities across lands and of the intersection of
foodstuffs with politics, religion, economics and culture.”
—Antonio Cortijo Ocaña, University of California,
Santa Barbara
Forging Communities explores the importance of the cultivation, provision, trade, and exchange of foods and beverages
to mankind’s technological advancement, violent conquest,
and maritime exploration. The thirteen essays here show
how the sharing of food and drink forged social, religious,
and community bonds, and how ceremonial feasts as well
as domestic daily meals strengthened ties and solidified
ethnoreligious identity through the sharing of food customs.
The very act of eating and the pleasure derived from it are
metaphorically linked to two other sublime activities of the
human experience: sexuality and the search for the divine.
This interdisciplinary study of food in medieval and early
modern communities connects threads of history conventionally examined separately or in isolation. The intersection
of foodstuffs with politics, religion, economics, and culture
enhances our understanding of historical developments and
cultural continuities through the centuries, giving insight
that today, as much as in the past, we are what we eat and
what we eat is never devoid of meaning.
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Moving Boarders

Skateboarding and the Changing Landscape
of Urban Youth Sports
MATTHEW ATENCIO, BECKY BEAL, E. MISSY WRIGHT,
AND ZÁNEAN MCCLAIN

“For decades, skateboarders have considered themselves outside of mainstream culture. The skateboard, for these folks, is
an emblem of independence, liberty, and creative provocation. As a lifelong skateboarder, I found Moving Boarders to
be an accurate reflection of skateboarding’s cultural qualities.
More than ever, skateboarding presents a healthy—if sometimes subversive—option for today’s youth. Moving Boarders
is a vital account of what works in skateboarding.”
—Peter Whitley, Programs Director, Tony Hawk
Foundation
DECEMBER
315 pages, 6 × 9, 31 images, index
$74.95s cloth 978–1–68226–078–4
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–079–1
e-book 978–1–61075–653–2
Sport, Culture, and Society

Matthew Atencio is associate professor of
kinesiology and codirector of the Center for
Sport and Social Justice at California State
University, East Bay.
Becky Beal is professor of sociology and philosophy of sport at California State University,
East Bay, and the author of Skateboarding:The
Ultimate Guide.
E. Missy Wright is assistant professor of kinesiology and codirector of the Center for Sport
and Social Justice at California State University,
East Bay.

Once considered a kind of delinquent activity, skateboarding is on track to join soccer, baseball, and basketball as an
approved way for American children to pass the after-school
hours. With family skateboarding in the San Francisco
Bay Area as its focus, Moving Boarders explores this switch
in stance, integrating first-person interviews and direct
observations to provide a rich portrait of youth skateboarders, their parents, and the social and market forces that drive
them toward the skate park.
This excellent treatise on the contemporary youth sports
scene examines how modern families embrace skateboarding and the role commerce plays in this unexpected new
parent culture, and highlights how private corporations,
community leaders, parks and recreation departments, and
nonprofits like the Tony Hawk Foundation have united to
energize skate parks—like soccer fields before them—as
platforms for community engagement and the creation of
social and economic capital.

ZáNean McClain is associate professor of
kinesiology at California State University, East
Bay.
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Defending the American
Way of Life
Sport, Culture, and the Cold War

EDITED BY TOBY C. RIDER AND KEVIN B. WITHERSPOON

“Toby Rider, Kevin Witherspoon, and their collaborators
have crafted a focused, thoughtful, and illuminating set of
essays that dissect sport’s Cold War arena. They reveal just
how intensely the US and the USSR waged the Cold War
in a fifth dimension—not via military alliances, economic
pacts, political doctrines, or global bodies like the IMF—but
via sport. It’s history at its best—explaining sport’s past while
showing how that past continues to affect sport today.”
—Rob Ruck, author of Tropic of Football:The Long and
Perilous Journey of Samoans to the NFL

NOVEMBER
280 pages, 6 × 9, 14 images, index
$74.95s cloth 978–1–68226–077–7
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–076–0
e-book 978–1–61075–652–5
Sport, Culture, and Society

Toby C. Rider is assistant professor of kinesiology at California State University, Fullerton
and the author of Cold War Games: Propaganda,
the Olympics, and U.S. Foreign Policy.
Kevin B. Witherspoon chairs the Department
of History at Lander University. He is the
author of Before the Eyes of the Word: Mexico and
the 1968 Olympic Games.

The Cold War was fought in every corner of society, including in the sport and entertainment industries. Recognizing
the importance of culture in the battle for hearts and minds,
the United States, like the Soviet Union, attempted to win
the favor of citizens in nonaligned states through the soft
power of sport. Athletes became de facto ambassadors of US
interests, their wins and losses serving as emblems of broader
efforts to shield American culture—both at home and
abroad—against communism.
In Defending the American Way of Life, leading sport historians present new perspectives on high-profile issues in this
era of sport history alongside research drawn from previously untapped archival sources to highlight the ways that
sports influenced and were influenced by Cold War politics.
Surveying the significance of sports in Cold War America
through lenses of race, gender, diplomacy, cultural infiltration, anti-communist hysteria, doping, state intervention,
and more, this collection illustrates how this conflict remains
relevant to US sporting institutions, organizations, and
ideologies today.
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Protect Yourself at all Times
An Inside Look at Another Year in Boxing
THOMAS HAUSER

“Hauser is a treasure. Whatever he writes is worth reading.
Boxing is blessed that he has focused so much of his career
on the sweet science.”
—Booklist

SEPTEMBER
312 pages, 6 × 9
$29.95 paper 978–1–68226–074–6
e-book 978–1–61075–648–8

Each year, readers, writers, and critics alike anticipate
Thomas Hauser’s newest collection of articles about the
contemporary boxing scene, where his award-winning
investigative journalism is on display. The annual retrospective of the previous year in boxing is always a notable
moment in the sport that no one knows better than Hauser.
Protect Yourself at All Times offers a behind-the-scenes
look at Floyd Mayweather vs. Conor McGregor, dressing room reports from big fights like Canelo Alvarez vs.
Gennady Golovkin, and compelling portraits of luminaries
like Muhammad Ali, Joe Louis, Mike Tyson, and Don King,
all filtered through the perspective of a true champion of
boxing.

Thomas Hauser is the author of fifty-one books.
His first work, Missing, was made into an AcademyAward–winning film. He later authored Muhammad
Ali: His Life and Times, the definitive biography of
the most famous fighter ever. In 2004, the Boxing
Writers Association of America honored Hauser
with the Nat Fleischer Award for Career Excellence in Boxing Journalism.
Also by Thomas Hauser:
The University of Arkansas Press has published
twelve previous annual boxing collections by
Thomas Hauser, including, most recently:
There Will Always Be Boxing
Another Year Inside the Sweet Science
Thomas Hauser
$29.95 paper 978–1–68226–041–8
e-book 978–1–61075–621–1
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Just and Righteous Causes
Rabbi Ira Sanders and the Fight for Racial
and Social Justice in Arkansas, 1926–1963
JAMES L. MOSES

“In this highly readable and well-researched biography of
Ira Sanders, James L. Moses depicts the major contributions
made by a hitherto unsung hero of the long civil rights
movement. . . a must read for anyone interested in Little
Rock, Arkansas and southern history, the civil rights movement, and southern and American Jewish history.“
—Mark K. Bauman, editor, Southern Jewish History

NOVEMBER
232 pages, 6 × 9, 17 images, index
$34.95s cloth 978–1–68226–075–3
e-book 978–1–61075–651–8

James L. Moses is professor of history at
Arkansas Tech University.

A dedicated advocate for social justice long before the term
entered everyday usage, Rabbi Ira Sanders began striving against the Jim Crow system soon after he arrived in
Little Rock from New York in 1926. Sanders, who led
Little Rock’s Temple B’nai Israel for nearly forty years, was
a trained social worker as well as a rabbi, and his career as
a dynamic religious and community leader in Little Rock
spanned the traumas of the Great Depression, World War II
and the Holocaust, and the social and racial struggles of the
1950s and 1960s.
Just and Righteous Causes—a complete biographical study
of this bold social-activist rabbi—examines how Sanders
expertly navigated the intersections of race, religion, and
gender to advocate for a more just society. It joins a growing
body of literature about the lives and histories of southern
rabbis, deftly balancing scholarly and narrative tones to
provide a personal look into the complicated position of the
southern rabbi and the Jewish community throughout the
political struggles of the twentieth-century South.
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Interpreting Kigali, Rwanda
Architectural Inquiries and Prospects
for a Developing African City

KORYDON H. SMITH AND TOMÀ BERLANDA

AUGUST
265 pages, 10 × 9, 138 images, index
$54.95s paper 978–1–68226–062–3
e-book 978–1–61075–638–9
Fay Jones Collaborative Series

Korydon Smith is professor of architecture at
the University at Buffalo. He is the author of
Inclusive Design: Implementation and Evaluation
and Just Below the Line: Disability, Housing, and
Equity in the South. and the editor of Diversity
and Design: Understanding Hidden Consequences,
Introducing Architectural Theory: Debating a
Discipline, and the second edition of the
Universal Design Handbook.

Rwanda, less than a generation removed from the 1994
Genocide, is experiencing a period of economic ascent and
population growth. Its capital city, Kigali, is expected to
triple in size within a generation, and positioned to become
a premiere hub of commerce in central and eastern Africa.
Amidst this optimism, however, is limited land and material
resources. Food security is in tension with environmental
concerns, and government aspirations are often in friction
with daily, individual struggles for subsistence.
Interpreting Kigali, Rwanda explores the pressing challenges
and opportunities to be found in planning, designing, and
constructing a healthy, equitable, and sustainable city. Asking
“what is an authentic-yet-modern, prosperous-yet-feasible
African city, Rwandan city?” Smith, Berlanda, and colleagues
conducted research on Rwandan activities of daily living
and how these routines are connected to space-making
practices and the Kinyarwanda terms that describe them.
Through a culturally informed view of urban and rural
lifestyles and spaces, Interpreting Kigali, Rwanda presents principles and proposals for neighborhood development in the
challenging context of Kigali’s informal settlements. With
one billion people living in informal settlements worldwide,
a number expected to double by 2030, the lessons learned
in Rwanda provide a complex, fascinating, and urgent study
for scholars and practitioners across disciplines and around
the world.

Tomà Berlanda is professor of architecture
at University of Cape Town, South Africa.
He is the author of Architectural Topographies:
A Graphic Lexicon of How Buildings Touch the
Ground and Between Rural and Urban: Socially
Active Ecosystems.
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The Arrogance of Power
J. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT
WITH A NEW FOREWORD BY BILL CLINTON

OCTOBER
284 pages, 5 ½ × 8 ½
$55.00 cloth 978–1–68226–070–8
$24.95 paper 978–1–68226–069–2

J. William Fulbright was, at the time he
wrote The Arrogance of Power, serving his fourth
term in the Senate and was Chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Under
Fulbright’s leadership the committee conducted
extensive inquiries into American policy in
Vietnam, America’s relations with China,
and America’s relations with North Atlantic
allies. The Arrogance of Power is based on ideas
Fulbright put forth famously at a series of
lectures at Johns Hopkins University in the
spring of 1966.

J. William Fulbright (1905–1995), a Rhodes scholar and
lawyer, began his long career in public service when he
was elected to serve Arkansas’s Third District in Congress
in 1942. He quickly became a prominent member of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee, where he introduced
the Fulbright Resolution calling for participation in an
organization that became the United Nations. Elected to the
Senate in 1944, he promoted the passage of legislation establishing the Fulbright exchange program, and he served as
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee from
1959 to 1974, longer than any senator in American history.
Fulbright drew on his extensive experience in international relations to write The Arrogance of Power, a sweeping
critique of American foreign policy, in particular the justification for the Vietnam War, Congress’s failure to set limits on
it, and the impulses that gave rise to it. The book—with its
solid underpinning the idea that “the most valuable public
servant, like the true patriot, is one who gives a higher loyalty to his country’s ideals than to its current policy”—was
published in 1966 and sold 400,000 copies. The New York
Times called it “an invaluable antidote to the official rhetoric
of government.”
Enhanced by a new forward by President Bill Clinton,
this eloquent treatise will resonate with today’s readers pondering, as Francis O. Wilcox wrote in the original preface,
the peril of nations whose leaders lack “the wisdom and the
good judgment to use their power wisely and well.”
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Dreams Derailed

Undocumented Youths in the Trump Era
WILLIAM A. SCHWAB

OCTOBER
126 pages, 6 × 9, 18 images
$24.95 paper 978–1–68226–083-8
ebook 978–1–68226–285-5

William A Schwab is a sociologist and university professor at the University of Arkansas. A
former dean of the J. William Fulbright College
of Arts and Sciences, he researches community,
international development, and immigration
issues. He is the author of Right to DREAM:
Immigration Reform and America’s Future.

During the 2016 presidential campaign, millions of voters,
concerned about the economic impact of illegal immigration, rallied behind the notion of a wall between the United
States and Mexico. Not quite two years into the Trump
presidency, immigration endures as a hotly contested topic
in United States politics.
In Dreams Derailed sociologist William A. Schwab shares
the stories of immigration reform advocates and follows up
on stories told in his 2013 book Right to DREAM, which
argued in favor of the DREAM Act that would have provided conditional residency for undocumented youth brought
to the United States as children, a version of which was
later enacted by executive order and referred to as DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals).
Taking as its focal point the Trump administration’s
decision to rescind the Obama-era DACA protection for
the children of undocumented immigrants, Dreams Derailed
delves into the economic, political, and social factors that
inform the public conversation about immigration, making
a clear case for the many benefits of inclusive policies. It also
takes a close look at the factors that carried Donald Trump
to the White House, demonstrating how economic upheaval
and historic levels of immigration influenced the 2016 presidential election, analyzing current immigration laws, and
suggesting next steps for reform.
Dreams Derailed utilizes individual narratives from the
diverse economic landscape of Northwest Arkansas to
address common misconceptions about immigrants and
immigration. In telling the stories of reform advocates and
following up on stories outlined in his previous volume,
Schwab highlights the humanistic and economic factors that
comprise part of the debate about immigration, creating a
potent yet balanced argument for the protection of undocumented youths.
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“Engagingly written and thoughtprovoking. . . . One of the most sophisticated and thoroughly researched studies yet
published on anti-Catholic sentiment in
twentieth-century America.”
—Arkansas Historical Quarterly
$34.95s cloth 978–1–68226–016–6
e-book 978–1–61075–599–3

“The cross-section of poets with varying
poetics and styles gathered here is only one
of the many admirable achievements of
this volume.”
—The New York Times

“A model of how to produce a record of
local history . . . an excellent case study of
the rise and fall that affected many southern rural communities where geography,
commerce, and industry often determined
which survived and which declined.”
—Arkansas Historical Quarterly

“The pervasive impact of racial tension on
local sports is expertly woven through each
essay. . . . A great read that should be on
every sports fan’s bookshelf.”
—Washington History
$24.95s paper 978–1–55728–677–2
e-book 978–1–61075–566–5

$69.95s cloth 978–1–68226–032–6
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–038–8
e-book 978–1–61075–614–3

Finalist, Hooks National Book Award for
a book on the civil rights movement in
the US

Entropy Best Poetry Books and Poetry
Collections of 2017
Editors’ short list, Believer Poetry Award

$39.95s cloth 978–1–68226–018–0
e-book 978–1–61075–601–3

$29.95 paper 978–1–68226–024–1
e-book 978–1–61075–606–8
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$16.95 paper 978–1–68226–040–1
e-book 978–1–61075–619–8

“Masterful coverage . . . writes the
unknown history of a very well-known
topic.”
—Sport in American History

Finalist, Texas Institute of Letters Award for
First Book of Poetry
$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–030–2
e-book 978–1–61075–612–9

$44.95s cloth 978–1–68226–033–3
e-book 978–1–61075–615–0

“These essays prove that African American
sport represented more than just contests. . . . These athletes showcased their skill
and determination across the country in
nontraditional civil rights arenas freighted
with social, cultural, political, and economic meaning.”
—Journal of Southern History

“Consummate craft . . . works a magic of
distraction, reparation, and healing.”
—Publishers Weekly
$16.95 paper 978–1–68226–043–2
e-book 978–1–61075–620–4

“Always a notable moment in sports literature. . . . As always, great sports writing.”
—Booklist

“A profound meditation on hunger and
loss.”
—Tupelo Quarterly

$29.95 paper 978–1–68226–041–8
e-book 978–1–61075–621–1

$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–027–2
e-book 978–1–61075–609–9

$32.95s cloth 978–1–68226–017–3
e-book 978–1–61075–600–6
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An Arkansas Florilegium
The Atlas of Botanist Edwin Smith
Illustrated by Naturalist Kent Bonar
Introduction by Robert Cochran
$75.00s cloth 978–1–68226–042–5
e-book 978–1–61075–625–9
The Arkansas Character

The Arkansas Post of Louisiana
Morris S. Arnold
Photographs by Gail K. Arnold
$39.95 cloth 978–1–68226–034–0
e-book 978–1–61075–616–7

Becoming John Marin
Modernist at Work
Edited by Ann Wagner
$50.00 cloth 978–1–68226–058–6
e-book 978–1–61075–634–1

The Blueness of the Evening
Selected Poems of Hassan Najmi
Translated by Mbarek Sryfi and Eric Sellin
$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–050–0
e-book 978–1–61075–627–3

Bullets and Fire
Lynching and Authority in Arkansas,
1840–1950
Edited by Guy Lancaster
$39.95s paper 978–1–68226–044–9
e-book 978–1–61075–622–8

Distinguishing the Righteous
from the Roguish
The Arkansas Supreme Court,
1836–1874
J.W. Looney
$59.95s cloth 978–1–68226–004–3
e-book 978–1–61075–590–0

Down on Mahans Creek
A History of an Ozarks Neighborhood
Benjamin G. Rader
$44.95s cloth 978–1–68226–019–7
e-book 978–1–61075–602–0
Ozarks Studies

First Amendment Studies in
Arkansas
The Richard S. Arnold Prize Essays
Edited by Richard S. Smith
$24.95s paper 978–1–68226–008–1
e-book 978–1–61075–593–1

The First Twenty-Five
An Oral History of the Desegregation of
Little Rock’s Public Junior High Schools
Edited by LaVerne Bell-Tolliver
$34.95s cloth 978–1–68226–047–0
e-book 978–1–61075–624–2
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The Future Ain’t What It Used to Be
The 2016 Presidential Election in the South
Edited by Branwell DuBose Kapeluck
and Scott E. Buchanan
$34.95s paper 978–1–68226–053–1
e-book 978–1–61075–630–3

LA Sports
Play, Games, and Community in the
City of Angels
Edited by Wayne Wilson
and David K. Wiggins
$26.95s paper 978–1–68226–052–4
e-book 978–1–61075–629–7

The Man in Song
A Discographic Biography of Johnny Cash
John M. Alexander
$36.95 paper 978–1–68226–051–7
e-book 978–1–61075–628–0

New York Sports
Glamour and Grit in the Empire City
Edited by Stephen H. Norwood
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–059–3
e-book 978–1–61075–635–8

The Ozarks
An American Survival of Primitive Society
Vance Randolph
Edited by Robert Cochran
$29.95 paper 978–1–68226–026–5
e-book 978–1–61075–608–2
Chronicles of the Ozarks

Sloan
A Paleoindian Dalton Cemetery
in Arkansas
Dan F. Morse
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–049–4
e-book 978–1–61075–626–6

Womenfolks
Growing Up Down South
Shirley Abbott
$16.95 paper 978–1–68226–023–4
e-book 978–1–61075–605–1

Words Unbound
Teaching Dante’s Inferno in the
High School Classroom
Milton Burke
$22.95s paper 978–1–68226–031–9
e-book 978–1–61075–613–6

You Are Here
Poems New & Old
Leon Stokesbury
$24.95 paper 978–1–68226–007–4
e-book 978–1–61075–592–4
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Aaron Henry of Mississippi
Inside Agitator
Minion K. C. Morrison
$34.95 cloth 978–1–55728–759–5
e-book 978–1–61075–564–1

Agitations
Ideologies and Strategies in
African American Politics
Kevin R. Anderson
$34.95s cloth 978–1–55728–926–1
e-book 978–1–61075–011–0

Brother Bill
President Clinton and the Politics
of Race and Class
Daryl A. Carter
$54.95s cloth 978–1–68226–002–9
$26.95s paper 978–1–55728–699–4
e-book 978–1–61075–585–6

Dangerous Liaisons
Sex and Love in the Segregated South
Charles F. Robinson II
$39.95s cloth 978–1–55728–755–7
$19.95s paper 978–1–55728–833–2
e-book 978–1–61075–119–3

Medgar Evers
Mississippi Martyr
Michael Vinson Williams
$34.95 cloth 978–1–55728–973–5
$24.95 paper 978–1–55728–646–8
e-book 978–1–61075–487–3

Showdown in Desire
The Black Panthers Take a Stand
in New Orleans
Orissa Arend
$29.95s cloth 978–1–55728–896–7
$19.95s paper 978–1–55728–933–9
e-book 978–1–61075–380–7

Turn Away Thy Son
Little Rock,The Crisis that Shocked
the Nation
Elizabeth Jacoway
$19.95 paper 978–1–55728–878–3

Up Against the Wall
Violence in the Making and Unmaking
of the Black Panther Party
Curtis J. Austin
$22.50 paper 978–1–55728–875–2
e-book 978–1–61075–444–6

White Man’s Heaven
The Lynching and Expulsion of Blacks in
the Southern Ozarks, 1894–1909
Kimberly Harper
$34.95s cloth 978–1–55728–941–4
$21.95s paper 978–1–55728–984–1
e-book 978–1–61075–456–9
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Arkansas
A Narrative History
Jeannie M. Whayne, Thomas A. DeBlack,
George Sabo III, Morris S. Arnold
$45.00s cloth 978–1–55728–993–3
e-book 978–1–61075–043–1

Arkansas/Arkansaw
How Bear Hunters, Hillbillies, and
Good Ol’ Boys Defined a State
Brooks Blevins
$19.95 paper 978–1–55728–952–0
e-book 978–1–61075–042–4

Blood in Their Eyes
The Elaine Race Massacres of 1919
Grif Stockley
$22.50s paper 978–1–55728–772–4

Camp Nine
A Novel
Vivienne Schiffer
$19.95 paper 978–1–55728–645–1
e-book 978–1–61075–486–6

A Documentary History of
Arkansas
Second Edition
Edited by C. Fred Williams,
S. Charles Bolton, Carl H. Moneyhon,
and LeRoy T. Williams
$21.95s paper 978–1–55728–634–5
e-book 978–1–61075–130–8

The Long Shadow of Little Rock
A Memoir
Daisy Bates
$18.95s paper 978–1–55728–863–9
e-book 978–1–61075–247–3

Looking Back to See
A Country Music Memoir
Maxine Brown
$19.95 paper 978–1–55728–934–6
e-book 978–1–61075–250–3

Sawmill
The Story of Cutting the Last Great Virgin
Forest East of the Rockies
Kenneth L. Smith
$17.95s paper 978–0–93862–669–5

Unbelievable Happiness and
Final Sorrow
The Hemingway-Pfeiffer Marriage
Ruth A. Hawkins
$34.95 cloth 978–1–55728–974–2
e-book 978–1–61075–493–4
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Architects of Little Rock, 1833–1950
Charles Witsell and Gordon Wittenberg
$34.95 paper 978–1–55728–662–8
e-book 978–1–61075–545–0
Fay Jones Collaborative Series

Barns and Portrait Paintings
George Dombek
Commentary by Henry Adams,
Laura Terry, and Louis Zona
$65.00 cloth 978–1–68226–021–0
Fay Jones Collaborative Series

Champion Trees
An Artist’s Journey
Linda Williams Palmer
$34.95 cloth 978–1–68226–012–8
e-book 978–1–61075–596–2

George Dombek
Paintings
Commentary by Henry Adams
$65.00 cloth 978–1–55728–664–2

Just Below the Line
Disability, Housing, and Equity in the South
Korydon H. Smith, Jennifer Webb, and
Brent T. Williams
$49.95s cloth 978–1–55728–923–0
e-book 978–1–61075–221–3
Fay Jones Collaborative Series

“Outside the Pale”
The Architecture of Fay Jones
Department of Arkansas Heritage
$19.95 paper 978–1–55728–543–0
e-book 978–1–61075–297–8
Fay Jones Collaborative Series

Of the Soil
Photographs of Vernacular Architecture
and Changing Times in Arkansas
Geoff Winningham
$44.95 cloth 978–1–55728–659–8
Fay Jones Collaborative Series

Shadow Patterns
Reflections on Fay Jones and His Architecture
Edited by Jeff Shannon
$39.95 cloth 978–1–68226–022–7
e-book 978–1–61075–604–4
Fay Jones Collaborative Series

True Faith, True Light
The Devotional Art of Ed Stilley
Kelly Mulhollan
Photographs by Kirk Lanier
Introduction by Robert Cochran
$37.95 cloth 978–1–55728–681–9
e-book 978–1–61075–570–2
The Arkansas Character
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American Appetites
A Documentary Reader
Edited by Jennifer Jensen Wallach
and Lindsey R. Swindall
$24.95s paper 978–1–55728–668–0
e-book 978–1–61075–550–4
Food and Foodways Series

Aunt Sammy’s Radio Recipes
The Original 1927 Cookbook and
Housekeeper’s Chat
Edited by Justin Nordstrom
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–061–6
e-book 978–1–61075–637–2
Food and Foodways Series

Chop Suey and Sushi from Sea to
Shining Sea
Edited by Bruce Makoto Arnold,
Tanfer Emin Tunç, and
Raymond Douglas Chong
$29.95s paper 978–1–68226–060–9
e-book 978–1–61075–636–5
Food and Foodways Series

Dethroning the Deceitful Pork Chop
Rethinking African American Foodways from
Slavery to Obama
Edited by Jennifer Jensen Wallach
$27.95s paper 978–1–55728–679–6
e-book 978–1–61075–568–9
Food and Foodways Series

Devouring Cultures
Edited by Cammie M. Sublette
and Jennifer Martin
$26.95s paper 978–1–55728–691–8
e-book 978–1–61075–577–1
Food and Foodways Series

Latin@s’ Presence in the Food
Industry
Changing How We Think about Food
Edited by Meredith E. Abarca and
Consuelo Carr Salas
$24.95s paper 978–1–55728–693–2
e-book 978–1–61075–579–5
Food and Foodways Series

Meanings of Maple
An Ethnography of Sugaring
Michael A. Lange
$27.95s paper 978–1–68226–037–1
$69.95s cloth 978–1–68226–035–7
e-book 978–1–61075–617–4
Food and Foodways Series

Mexican-Origin Foods, Foodways,
and Social Movements
A Decolonial Reader
Edited by Devon G. Peña, Luz Calvo,
Pancho McFarland, and Gabriel R.Valle
$27.95s paper 978–1–68226–036–4
e-book 978–1–61075–618–1
Food and Foodways Series

The Taste of Art
Cooking, Food, and Counterculture in
Contemporary Practices
Edited by Silvia Bottinelli
and Margherita D’ayala Valva
$24.95s paper 978–1–68226–025–8
e-book 978–1–61075–607–5
Food and Foodways Series
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[explicit lyrics]
Poems by Andrew Gent
$17.95 paper 978–1–55728–695–6
e-book 978–1–61075–581–8

Cenotaph
Poems by Brock Jones
$17.95 paper 978–1–55728–172–2
e-book 978–1–61075–586–3

Narcissus Americana
Poems by Travis Mossotti
$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–055–5
e-book 978–1–61075–631–0

Protection Spell
Poems by Jennifer Givhan
$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–028–9
e-book 978–1–61075–610–5

See You Soon
Poems by Laura McKee
$17.95 paper 978–1–55728–696–3
e-book 978–1–61075–582–5

Self-Portrait in a Door-Length
Mirror
Poems by Stephen Gibson
$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–029–6
e-book 978–1–61075–611–2

Walking with Eve in the Loved City
Poems by Roy Bentley
$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–057–9
e-book 978–1–61075–633–4

When We Were Birds
Poems by Joe Wilkins
$17.95 paper 978–1–55728–697–0
e-book 978–1–61075–583–2

Ya Te Veo
Poems by P. Scott Cunningham
$17.95 paper 978–1–68226–056–2
e-book 978–1–61075–632–7
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Baltimore Sports
Stories from Charm City
Edited by Daniel A. Nathan
$24.95s paper 978–1–68226–005–0
e-book 978–1–61075–591–7
Sport, Culture and Society Series

Beyond C.L.R James
Shifting Boundaries of Race and Ethnicity
in Sport
Edited by John Nauright, Alan G. Cobley,
and David K. Wiggins
$34.95s paper 978–1–55728–649–9
e-book 978–1–61075–534–4
Sport, Culture and Society Series

DC Sports
The Nation’s Capital at Play
Edited by Chris Elzey and
David K. Wiggins
$24.95s paper 978–1–55728–677–2
e-book 978–1–61075–566–5
Sport, Culture and Society Series

Democratic Sports
Men’s and Women’s College Athletics
during the Depression
Brad Austin
$29.95s paper 978–1–55728–758–8
e-book 978–1–61075–563–4
Sport, Culture and Society Series

New York Sports
Glamour and Grit in the Empire City
Edited by Stephen H. Norwood
$29.95 cloth 978-1-68226-059-3
e-book 978-1-61075-635-8
Sport, Culture and Society Series

Philly Sports
Teams, Games, and Athletes from
Rocky’s Town
Edited by Ryan A. Swanson
and David K. Wiggins
$24.95s paper 978–1–55728–187–6
e-book 978–1–61075–587–0
Sport, Culture and Society Series

San Francisco Bay Area Sports
Golden Gate Athletics, Recreation, and
Community
Edited by Rita Liberti
and Maureen M. Smith
$24.95s paper 978–1–68226–020–3
e-book 978–1–61075–603–7
Sport, Culture and Society Series

A Spectacular Leap
Black Women Athletes in TwentiethCentury America
Jennifer H. Lansbury
$34.95 cloth 978–1–55728–658–1
e-book 978–1–61075–542–9
Sport, Culture and Society Series

Sport and the Law
Historical and Cultural Intersections
Edited by Samuel G. Regalado
and Sarah K. Fields
$34.95s paper 978–1–55728–666–6
e-book 978–1–61075–549–8
Sport, Culture and Society Series
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A Finitude of Skin
Poems

CLAYTON ADAM CLARK

Winner of the 2017 Moon City Poetry Award
“Clayton Adam Clark’s A Finitude of Skin is a deftly complex
recounting of the dissolution of a marriage and also a meditation on the physiology the lovers contain and the geology
that contains them, all of them subject to breaking down.
Missouri and the Mississippi River are part and parcel of
the islands, rivers and rivulets of the human body, and vice
versa. Clark’s capacious vision and his strenuous poetry will
enthrall and enlarge his readers.”
—Andrew Hudgins, author of A Clown at Midnight: Poems
and The Joker: A Memoir
NOVEMBER
61 pages, 5 ½ × 8 ½
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–74–4

Clayton Adam Clark lives in Saint Louis,
his hometown, where he works as a public
health researcher and volunteers for River Styx
magazine. A Finitude of Skin is his first full-length
poetry collection, and his poems have appeared
in The Massachusetts Review, Mid-American Review,
Cimarron Review, and elsewhere. He earned the
MFA in creative writing at Ohio State University
and is studying clinical mental health counseling
at University of Missouri-St. Louis.

“Clayton Adam Clark finds grace in the irresolvable. In A
Finitude of Skin, the binaries that anchor us—anatomy and
duende, love and decay, being and mortality—break down
beneath the elegant force of Clark’s syntax. And within that
breaking, he offers us a lens for strange beauty: a man spraying for brown recluses while his lover sleeps, a sculpture of
butter, a surgically removed heart, a fragile world where ‘No
one’s wholly distinct / yet each must see his body through.’”
—Matthew Sumpter, author of Public Land
Clayton Adam Clark’s A Finitude of Skin opens with
Missouri, its fissures and declivities and hidden chambers:
Blame it on the limestone—the sinkholes,
the speleological interest, an overwhelming
karstness here. People get lost.
And indeed, people do get lost. The poems in A Finitude
of Skin depict the acting and interacting of so many bodies, from bacteria to armadillos, from seed ticks to an oak
tree so big you can’t wrap your arms around it. It’s in this
environment that a narrative takes shape: a couple coming
together and then, like everything else, breaking apart. By
braiding the language and imagery of these bodies, Clark’s
verse reflects the complicated ecosystem two people can
form, honing in on the strange places they make contact,
and don’t. Once we become entrenched in these Cave State
landscapes and the goings-on of all these bodies, we can see
and feel the many ways, “life there is vulnerable to disruption.”

23 Moon City Press / Poetry

Here on This Plain
Poems

JANE HOOGESTRAAT

2018 Missouri Author Series
A keen sense of place permeates Here on This Plain, the
final collection by the late Jane Hoogestraat, winner of the
John Ciardi Prize. Compiled before her 2015 death, this
collection reflects the preoccupations that will be familiar
to Hoogestraat’s readers—nature, time, the spirit—though
they are here relocated from the prairie to the East Coast,
Chicago, and southern Missouri.
The poems in Here on this Plain look unabashedly at mortality, as in “What Matters”:
There is a limit for everyone
on the number of summers
when the first firefly appears.

SEPTEMBER
61 pages, 5 ½ × 8 ½
$14.95 paper, 978–0–913785–50–8

It is a poem that concludes with a haunting realization:

Jane Hoogestraat was educated at the
University of Chicago and Baylor University.
Since 1989, she had been an English professor
at Missouri State University in Springfield.
During her tenure there, she served six years
as the Director of Graduate Studies for the
English Department, and from 2007 until
2015 as the English Department’s Literature
Coordinator. Her first full-length poetry collection, Border States, was selected by Luis J.
Rodriguez for the award of the John Ciardi
Prize for Poetry and published by BkMk Press.

I who have lived so thoroughly
believing language constructs everything
learn late not everything can be read.
But it is not too late to read these careful constructions of
a rich, contemplative poet at the apogee of her talent.
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Living Ozarks

The Ecology and Culture of a Natural Place
EDITED BY WILLIAM B. EDGAR, RACHEL M. BESARA,
AND JAMES S. BAUMLIN

A New Publication from the Ozarks Studies Institute,
Missouri State University
“Any discussion of sustainability in the Ozarks must involve
not only the natural environment but also elements not
commonly thought of as natural resources: the history, the
heritage, and the people. These are key elements that make
this region attractive to outsiders and tourists and give the
Ozarks its unique identity. Living Ozarks brings this point
home in a decisive and definitive work.”
—Paul W. Johns, author of Unto These Hills:True Tales of the
Ozarks
AVAILABLE NOW
303 pages, 8 ½ × 9
$39.95 paper 978–1–732122–20–8

William B. Edgar is Clinical Associate
Professor and Reference Librarian at Missouri
State University.
Rachel M. Besara is Associate Dean of
Libraries and Director of the Ozarks Studies
Institute at Missouri State University.
James S. Baumlin is Distinguished Professor
of English at Missouri State University.

Lavishly illustrated, Living Ozarks:The Ecology and Culture of
a Natural Place brings together essays, journal articles, book
excerpts, and art/photo albums, all themed around the
region’s heritage of nature and culture intertwined. Featured
among the artwork are botanical drawings of S. Fred Prince,
arguably the Ozarks’ first scientific illustrator; the “outsider
art” of S. W. Mannon, one of the last “Shepherd of the Hills”
pioneers (whose cabin is now an attraction at Silver Dollar
City theme park); and internationally renowned photographer Jacek Fraczak. Readers familiar with the Ozarks’
tradition of nature writing will recognize many of the names
anthologized, including Leonard Hall, Milton Rafferty,
Robert Flanders, Werner O. Nagel, Robert K. Gilmore, and
Dan Saults. Section topics include Defining the Ozarks, Eras
of the Ozarks, Sustainability in the Ozarks, The Ozarks as
Wilderness, and Experiencing the Ozarks.
As our national dialogue turns with increasing urgency
toward issues of ecology and sustainable practices in business,
land- and water-use, and lifestyle, an anthology like Living
Ozarks offers important historical-cultural contexts. As MSU
President Cliff Smart writes in his foreword, “the historical texts and images show where we have come from; the
contemporary texts and images give suggestions as to where
we’ve arrived and how we might move forward—our collective task being to ensure that the Ozarks remains a place
of health, beauty, richness, and wonder for future generations.”
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Every Room in the Body
Poems by Kerri French
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–94–2

Too Quick for the Living
Poems by Walter Bargen
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–97–3

There’s So Much They Haven’t
Told You
Stories by Michelle Ross
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–88–1

Swimming on Hwy N
A Novel
Mary Troy
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–89–8

Moon City Review 2018
Edited by Michael Czyzniejewski,
Sara Burge, Joel Coltharp, and John Turner
$16.95 paper 978–0–913785–83–6

Moon City Review 2017
Edited by Michael Czyzniejewski,
Sara Burge, John Turner,
and Joel Coltharp
$16.95 paper 978–0–913785–91–1
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Field Guide to the End of the World
Poems by Jeannine Hall Gailey
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–76–8

A Record of Our Debts
Stories by Laura Hendrix Ezell
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–72–0

Moon City Review 2016
Edited by Michael Czyzniejewski,
Sara Burge, John Turner,
and Joel Coltharp
$14.95 paper 978–0–913785–85–0

Arkansas Backstories
Quirks, Characters, and Curiosities
of the Natural State
JOE DAVID RICE

AUGUST
260 pages, 8 ½ x 11, 60 images
$39.95 cloth 978–1–945624–14–8

Joe David Rice, born in Paragould and
reared in Jonesboro, is a well-known and
respected resource on all things Arkansas.
An accomplished promoter of the state as a
“must-see-and-experience” destination, Rice
served as Arkansas’s tourism director for thirty
years, working under five governors. He enjoys
exploring the Arkansas countryside, be it by
foot, canoe, or car, and unearthing those lesserknown tidbits that make the Natural State so
special.

Arkansas is a complex place—part Old South, part Old West,
and part traditional hill country—that has shared an amazing
array of people and products with the world. Even so, much
of what makes Arkansas so special remains largely unrecognized.
Arkansas Backstories highlights the lesser-known aspects of
America’s twenty-fifth state. The short essays in this handsomely illustrated book will offer surprises for even the most
dedicated and devoted students of the state. How many
readers, for instance, realize that the first African American
presidential candidate was from Arkansas? Or that an
Arkansan candidate formally challenged John F. Kennedy for
the Democratic Party’s nomination in 1960? Or that there’s
good evidence that Abraham Lincoln lived for a time in
northeast Arkansas, chopping wood for a plantation owner?
Few readers may be aware of the connections between
Arkansas and the Texas fight for independence. Or the ties
between organized crime and Hot Springs. Or the fact that
the state came very close to having a huge national park in
the heart of the Ouachitas. Or that the world’s first international UFO conference was held in Fort Smith.
These and other captivating topics are what make
Arkansas Backstories an essential addition to every coffee
table in the state. The book will delight any and all interested in Arkansas—one of the country’s most fascinating
states. The companion volume to this book—More Arkansas
Backstories—will be published by Butler Center Books in the
spring of 2019.

Of related interest
Southern Fried
Going Whole Hog in a State of Wonder
Rex Nelson
$24.95 paper 978–1–935106–98–2
Unvarnished Arkansas
The Naked Truth about Nine Famous Arkansans
Steven Teske
$19.95 paper 978–1–935106–35–7
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Arkansas Unionists and the Peace Society
JAMES J. JOHNSTON

SEPTEMBER
320 pages, 6 x 9, 15 images, index
$39.95 cloth 978–1–945624–18–6
$24.95 paper 978–1–945624–12–4

James J. Johnston is the recipient of a
Lifetime Achievement Award from the Arkansas
Historical Association and the McGimsey
Preservation Award from the Arkansas
Archeological Society

Of related interest
Competing Memories
The Legacy of Arkansas’s Civil War
Edited by Mark K. Christ
$34.95 cloth 978–1–935106–96–8
The Die Is Cast
Arkansas Goes to War, 1861
Edited by Mark. K. Christ
$19.95 paper 978–1–935106–15–9

This is the fascinating story of the farmers and hill people
from northern Arkansas, where slavery was not a big part of
the local economy, who opposed the state’s secession from
the Union.
In resistance to secession and to fighting for the
Confederacy, they formed secret organizations—known
commonly as the Arkansas Peace Society—and inaugurated
their own leaders. Increased pressure from Richmond in the
fall of 1861 for the Arkansas government to provide more
soldiers pressed Arkansas’s yeomen farmers to enlist but only
provided more incentive for the men to join the Arkansas
Peace Society (later known as the Union League).
Many Arkansas communities forged home protective units
or vigilance committees to protect themselves from slave
uprisings and what they saw as federal invasion. Unionist
mountaineers did the same, but their home protection organizations were secret because they were seeking protection
from their secessionist neighbors and the state’s Confederate
government.
In November 1861, the Arkansas Peace Society was first
discovered in Clinton,Van Buren County, by the secessionist element, which rapidly formed vigilante committees to
arrest and interrogate the suspects. The news and subsequent
arrests spread to adjoining counties from the Arkansas River
to the Missouri border. In most cases, the local militia was
called out to handle the arrests and put down the rumored
uprising.
While some Peace Society members fled to Missouri or
hid in the woods, others were arrested and marched to Little
Rock, where they were forced to join the Confederate army.
Leaders who were prominent in the Peace Society recruited
and led companies in Arkansas and Missouri Unionist
regiments, returning to their homes to bring out loyalist
refugees or to suppress Confederate guerrillas. A few of these
home-grown leaders assumed leadership positions in civil
government in the last months of the war, with the effects of
their actions lingering for years to come.
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Remembering Ella
A 1912 Murder and Mystery
in the Arkansas Ozarks
NITA GOULD

OCTOBER
380 pages, 6 × 9, 30 black-and-white images
$29.95 paper 978–1–945624–17–9
e-book 978-1-945624-19-3

Nita Gould is an avid student of Ozarks
history and a preservation enthusiast. She
successfully nominated several Boone County,
Arkansas, properties to the National Register
of Historic Places, including her own Barham
ancestral home. She works in the field of information technology in Tulsa.
Of related interest
Muzzled Oxen
Reaping Cotton and Sowing Hope in 1920s Arkansas
Genevieve Grant Sadler
$23.95 paper 978–1–935106–69–2

In November 1912, popular and pretty eighteen-yearold Ella Barham was raped, murdered, and dismembered
in broad daylight near her home in rural Boone County,
Arkansas. The brutal crime sent shockwaves through the
Ozarks and made national news. Authorities swiftly charged
a neighbor, Odus Davidson, with the crime. Locals were
determined that he be convicted, and threats of mob violence ran so high that he had to be jailed in another county
to ensure his safety. But was there enough evidence to prove
his guilt? If so, had he acted alone? What was his motive?
This examination of the murder of Ella Barham and the
trial of her alleged killer opens a window into the meaning
of community and due process during a time when politicians and judges sought to professionalize justice, moving
from local hangings to state-run executions. Davidson’s
appeal has been cited as a precedent in numerous court cases
and his brief was reviewed by the lawyers in Georgia who
prepared Leo Frank’s appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court in
1915.
Author Nita Gould is a descendant of the Barhams of
Boone County and Ella Barham’s cousin. Her tenacious
pursuit to create an authoritative account of the community,
the crime, and the subsequent legal battle spanned nearly fifteen years. Gould weaves local history and short biographies
into her narrative and also draws on the official case files,
hundreds of newspaper accounts, and personal Barham family documents. Remembering Ella reveals the truth behind an
event that has been a staple of local folklore for more than a
century and still intrigues people from around the country.

Surprised by Death
A Novel of Arkansas in the 1840s
George Lankford
$14.95 paper 978–1–935106–08–1
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Arkansas
An Illustrated Atlas
Tom Paradise
$16.95 paper 978-1-935106-49-4

Encyclopedia of Arkansas Music
Edited by Ali Welky and
Mike Keckhaver
$34.95 paper 978-1-93510-660-9
e-book 978-1-935106-61-6

It’s Official!
The Real Stories behind Arkansas’s
State Symbols
Second Editon
David Ware
$21.95 paper 978-1-935106-84-5

A Captive Audience
Voices of Japanese American Youth in
World War II Arkansas
Edited by Ali Welky
$21.95 paper 978-1-935106-86-9

The Elaine Massacre and Arkansas
A Century of Atrocity and Resistance,
1819–1919
Edited by Guy Lancaster
$39.95 cloth 978-1-945624-11-7
$22.95 paper 978-1-945624-07-0

Notable Women of Arkansas
From Hattie to Hillary, 100 Names
to Know
Nancy Hendricks
$44.95 cloth 978-1-935106-91-3
$29.95 paper 978-1-935106-95-1
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A Confused and Confusing Affair
Arkansas and Reconstruction
Edited by Mark K. Christ
$39.95 cloth 978-1-945624-16-2
$22.95 paper 978-1-945624-15-5

Lessons from Little Rock
Terrence Roberts
$16.95 paper 978-1-935106-59-3
e-book 978-1-935106-45-6

Spiderwalk
The High Life and Daring Stunts of a
Small-Town Girl from Arkansas
Ann “Annie” Miles
$39.95 cloth 978-1-945624-09-4
$21.95 paper 978-1-945624-10-0

Arkansas Beauty
Tim Ernst
$34.95 cloth 978-1-882906-91-8
Cloudland Publishing

Arkansas Butterflies and Moths
Second Edition
Lori A. Spencer
Don R. Simons, Principal Photographer
$27.95 paper 978-0-912456-25-6
Ozark Society Foundation

Arkansas Nature Lover’s Guidebook
How to Find 101 Scenic Areas in “The
Natural State”
Tim Ernst
$22.95 paper 978-1-882906-58-1
Cloudland Publishing

Arkansas Waterfalls Guidebook
How to Find 133 Spectacular Waterfalls &
Cascades in “The Natural State”
Tim Ernst
$22.95 paper 978-1-882906-48-2
Cloudland Publishing

Arkansas Wildflowers
Don Kurz
$22.95 paper 978-1-882906-71-0
Cloudland Publishing

Born Palestinian, Born Black
& The Gaza Suite
Suheir Hammad
$15.95 paper 978-0-9760142-2-5
UpSet Press

The Favored Strawberry
A film by Dale Carpenter and Larry Foley
$19.95 DVD 978-1-68226-045-6
Walter Lemke Department of Journalism

The First Boys of Spring
A Film by Larry Foley
Narrated by Billy Bob Thornton
$19.95 paper 978-1-68226-001-2
Walter Lemke Department of Journalism

A Sure Defense
The Bowie Knife in America
Mark Zalesky and William B. Worthen
$70.00 leather 978-0-692-70928-3
Historic Arkansas Museum
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HOW TO ORDER
Phone: (800) 621-2736 or (773) 702-7000
Fax: (800) 621-8476 or (773) 702-7212
Mail:
University of Arkansas Press
c/o Chicago Distribution Center
11030 South Langley Avenue
Chicago, IL 60628
Email:
orders@press.uchicago.edu

Defective copies
Claims for Damaged or Short Shipments
Claims must be made within 30 days of
invoice date. Indicate whether you wish
replacement copies or cancellation of order.
Overstock Returns
Invoice number, date, and packing list with
ISBN must accompany shipment. Returned
copies must be clean and in saleable condition.
The distribution center retains the right of
final decision determining the salability of
returned books. Returns deemed unsaleable
will be returned to the bookseller at the
bookseller’s expense.

BOOKSELLER INFORMATION
The University of Arkansas Press fulfillment
operations are through the Chicago
Distribution Center. The address is:
University of Arkansas Press
c/o Chicago Distribution Center
11030 South Langley Avenue
Chicago, IL 60628
Phone: (800) 621-2736 or (773) 702-7000
Fax: (800) 621-8476 or (773) 702-7212
RETURNS:
Returns Department
University of Arkansas Press
c/o Chicago Distribution Center
11030 South Langley Avenue
Chicago, IL 60628

Period of Eligibility
Eighteen months from the invoice date.
Superseded editions returnable up to 90 days
after publication of new edition.
Credit Allowed
100% with invoice information. Returns without invoice information will be credited at the
highest discount. Books not purchased from
the University of Arkansas Press distribution
center will be returned to the bookseller at the
bookseller’s expense.

STAFF
Mike Bieker
Director / Publisher
mbieker@uark.edu
479-575-3859
David Scott Cunningham
Editor-in-Chief
dscunnin@uark.edu
479-575-5767
Molly Rector
Project Editor
mbrector@uark.edu
479-575-5295
Liz Lester
Production Manager
lizl@uark.edu
479-575-6780
Melissa King
Marketing Director
mak001@uark.edu
479-575-7715
Charlie Shields
Marketing Designer
cmoss@uark.edu
479-575-7258
Sam Ridge
Business Manager
sridge@uark.edu
479-575-3858

SALES REPRESENTATIVES:
MID-ATLANTIC AND NEW
ENGLAND
David K Brown
University Marketing Group
675 Hudson Street, 4N
New York, NY 10014
212-924-2520
212-924-2505 fax
davkeibro@icloud.com
SOUTHEASTERN BOOK
TRAVELERS
Chip Mercer
104 Owens Parkway
Suite J
Birmingham, AL 35244
205-682-8570
770-804-2013 fax			
chipmercer@bellsouth.net
Jim Barkley
1153 Bordeau Cour
Dunwoody, GA 30338
770-827-0488
770-234-5715 fax
jbarkley@mindspring.com

Stewart Koontz			
WEST
206 Bainbridge Rd.			
Bob Rosenberg
Florence, AL 35634			
Bob Rosenberg Group
256-483-7969			
2318 – 32nd Avenue
770-804-2013 fax			
San Francisco, CA 94116
cskoontz@hotmail.com
415-564-1248 phone
888-491-1248 toll-free fax
Sal E. McLemore
bob@bobrosenberggroup.com
3538 Maple Park Drive
www.bobrosenberggroup.com
Kingwood, TX 77339
281-360-5204
CANADA
281-360-5215 fax
Scholarly Book Services
salmclemor@aol.com
Laura J. Rust
289 Bridgeland Avenue, Unit 105
Larry Hollern
Toronto, Ontario
3705 Rutson Drive
M6A 1Z6 CANADA
Amarillo, TX 79109
800-847-9736
806-351-0566 phone & fax
800-220-9895 fax
281-360-5215 orders & fax
bn@sbookscan.com
lhollern@aol.com
UK, CONTINENTAL EUROPE,
MIDDLE EAST ASIA PACIFIC
AND AFRICA
Eurospan Group
C/O Turpin Distribution
Pegasus Drive
Stratton Business Park
Biggleswade, Bedfordshire
SG18 8TQ, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1767 604972
Fax: +44 (0) 1767 601640
eurospan@turpin-distribution.com

